Welcome to your SCRAMBLER S

Let us help get you started.
Your ultimate adventure.

SCRAMBLER S
CONTROLS

On / Off

Display

Power Modes

Front Brake
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Rear Brake +
Regenerative Braking

Throttle
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On / Off

On-Tap Once
Off-Hold Three Seconds

Power Level Up
HOLD - Turn Lights On

Power Level Down
HOLD - Walk Mode

Battery Indicator

Speed

Light Indicator

Power Level
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POWER LEVELS AND RANGE
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QUICK TIPS

Charging

• Never charge your bike below 35 °F or above 115 °F
  • Fully charge your battery monthly

Riding

• Never ride your bike below 5 °F or above 120 °F
  • Check tire pressure before riding
  • Avoid salted roads or salt water

Storage

• Never store your bike below 15 °F or above 110 °F for longer than one month
  • Store your bike in a protected environment
  • If storing for multiple months place cardboard between your tires and concrete flooring
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MAINTAIN YOUR RIDE

- Keep tires inflated between 30-40 psi
- Lube chain once a month with bicycle chain lube only
- Charge battery at least once a month
- Store your bike out of the elements when possible
- Have a qualified mechanic inspect your brakes every 3-6 months
- Have all service work done by your local bike shop
Tools Needed

- 10mm
- 22mm
- 5mm

Step 1
- Disconnect the motor wire connectors
- Remove axle nuts

Step 2
- Remove the disc brake caliper using a 5mm hex key

Step 3
- Remove chain tensioners using a 10mm wrench
- Slide the rear wheel out
FRONT WHEEL REMOVAL

Tools needed

5mm

4mm

Step 1

• Loosen and remove axle retaining bolt using a 5mm hex key

Step 2

• Loosen all 4 pinch bolts using a 4mm hex key

Step 3

• Remove axle completely from hub and dropouts
• Slide wheel out
CHARGING
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CHARGING TIPS

• Only use the charger supplied with your Scrambler S
• Charge your Scrambler S in a well-ventilated and dry location
• Only charge your bike between 0 and 50°C (32 to 122°F)
• Place the charger on a hard surface
• Make sure the charger is never covered
• Always keep the connectors free of debris
• Do not charge your bike if the charger or plug are damaged
• If you are not using your Scrambler S for more than two weeks, make sure to charge it once every month.
SERVICE QUESTIONS?

If you have any service or warranty questions please contact your Vintage Electric authorized dealership or contact:

service@vintageelectricbikes.com
408-969-0836
LIMITED WARRANTY

Your purchase includes the following limited warranty which is in lieu of all other express warranties. VEB, Inc. (“VEB”) warrants each new VEB bicycle frame and original components against manufacturing defects (defined as a defect in materials or workmanship existing at the time of delivery at original purchase) for two years from the date of original purchase and subject to the terms of and conditions of this limited warranty including the limitations and other additional terms below. For valid warranty claims during the warranty period, VEB will replace the defective frame or component with the same or most nearly compatible, then available item. Such replacement is the sole remedy for a breach of this limited warranty. This limited warranty applies only to original purchasers of the bicycle, is not transferable and applies solely to purchases from an authorized VEB dealer. Claims under this warranty must be made directly to an authorized VEB dealer. Bicycles for which a warranty claim is made must be returned for inspection at the customer’s expense along with a copy of the original and dated purchasing receipt.

ADDITIONAL WARRANTY LIMITATIONS AND OTHER TERMS; BATTERY CAPACITY

The above limited warranty does not cover issues or claims resulting from (i) normal wear and tear, (ii) improper assembly, disassembly or maintenance, (iii) failure to maintain the bicycle or to follow instructions or warnings in the owner’s manual, (iv) post-sale installation of parts or accessories, or (v) damage or failure due to accident, misuse, abuse (which includes subjecting the bicycle and/or battery to extreme temperatures or other conditions and/or using the bicycle for stunt riding or jumping), neglect, or theft. Modification of the bicycle voids this warranty. Labor and shipping costs associated with a warranty claim are not covered by this warranty. This warranty ceases when you rent, sell, or give away the bicycle. A decrease during the warranty period in the battery’s charging capacity to 80% or more of the battery’s original charging capacity is excluded from the limited warranty and is not a valid warranty claim.
DISCLAIMER

THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES THAT EXTEND BEYOND THIS LIMITED WARRANTY, AND ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED BY THE TERMS OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY.

VEB SHALL IN NO EVENT BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL LOSSES, LIABILITIES, DAMAGES OR EXPENSES IN CONNECTION WITH ITS PRODUCTS. VEB’S LIABILITY IS EXPRESSLY LIMITED TO THE REPLACEMENT OF GOODS NOT COMPLYING WITH THIS WARRANTY OR, AT VEB’S SOLE ELECTION AND DISCRETION, TO THE REPAYMENT OF AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO THE ORIGINAL PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT IN QUESTION.

SOME STATES DO NOT PERMIT THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE PRECEDING LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
WARNING

AS WITH ALL MECHANICAL COMPONENTS, BICYCLE ARE IS SUBJECTED TO WEAR AND HIGH STRESSES. DIFFERENT MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS MAY REACT TO WEAR AND STRESS FATIGUE IN DIFFERENT WAYS. IF THE DESIGN LIFE OF A COMPONENT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED, IT MAY SUDDENLY FAIL POSSIBLY CAUSING INJURIES TO THE RIDER. ANY FORM OF CRACK, SCRATCH OR CHANGE OF COLOURING IN HIGHLY STRESSED AREAS CAN INDICATE THAT THE LIFE OF THE COMPONENTS HAS BEEN REACHED AND SHOULD BE REPLACED. IT IS YOUR OBLIGATION TO ENSURE THAT YOUR BICYCLE IS REGULARLY MAINTAINED AND INSPECTED.

RIDING A BICYCLE, INCLUDING AN ELECTRIC BICYCLE, INVOLVES INHERENT DANGERS AND RISKS INCLUDING RISK OF SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH AND YOU ASSUME SUCH RISK WHEN RIDING A BICYCLE. YOU SHOULD ALWAYS WEAR AN APPROPRIATE AND PROPERLY FITTED HELMET WHEN RIDING A BICYCLE. RIDING IN URBAN AREAS WITH AUTO TRAFFIC IS PARTICULARLY HAZARDOUS.

DO NOT USE THE BICYCLE TO ROAD RACE, MOUNTAIN BIKE, FREERIDE, OR PERFORM STUNTS OR JUMPS. RIDING ON DIRT OR OTHER LOOSE SURFACES CAN BE DANGEROUS AND SHOULD ONLY BE DONE WITH CAUTION AND PROPER SAFETY GEAR. UNDERSTAND YOUR BICYCLE AND ITS INTENDED USE. CHOOSING THE WRONG BICYCLE FOR YOUR PURPOSE CAN BE HAZARDOUS. RIDING PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY VARES BY RIDING CONDITIONS, INCLUDING WET OR OTHER INCLEMENT WEATHER, OR RIDING AT NIGHT TIME, DUSK AND DAWN. MANY COUNTRIES REQUIRE SPECIFIC SAFETY DEVICES.

FAILURE TO CONFIRM COMPATIBILITY OF AND PROPERLY INSTALL, OPERATE AND MAINTAIN ANY COMPONENT OR ACCESSORY CAN RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH OR PROPERTY DAMAGE. DO NOT MODIFY YOUR BICYCLE FRAME OR COMPONENTS IN ANY WAY. MODIFICATIONS CAN CAUSE DAMAGE LEADING TO FAILURE AND ACCIDENT. YOU CAN BE SERELEY INJURED OR KILLED. INCOMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES OR POORLY OR IMPROPERLY MOUNTED ACCESSORIES CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT THE PERFORMANCE OF YOUR BICYCLE AND MAY BE UNSAFE.
PLEASE BE AWARE OF AND FOLLOW ALL USE, SAFETY AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS YOU ADD TO THE BICYCLE. CHILD AND BAGGAGE CARRIERS ADD WEIGHT AND RAISE THE CENTER OF GRAVITY, MAKING BALANCE AND CORNERING MORE DIFFICULT AND POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS. IF YOU LOSE CONTROL, YOU AND YOUR CHILD PASSENGER CAN BE SEVERELY INJURED OR KILLED.

YOU MUST FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF AND COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE LAWS IN USE OF YOUR BICYCLE. SUCH LAWS VARY FROM LOCATION TO LOCATION. SOME BICYCLES ARE EQUIPPED WITH “RACE MODE” ENABLING HIGHER SPEEDS. USE OF RACE MODE OR TRAVEL AT SUCH HIGHER SPEEDS MAY BE ILLEGAL IN SOME LOCATIONS. RACE MODE IS NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE WHERE SUCH USE IS PROHIBITED.

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ARE IMPORTANT TO YOUR SAFETY AND THE LONGEVITY OF YOUR BICYCLE. REGULARLY INSPECT YOUR BICYCLE INCLUDING CHECKING BICYCLE BRAKES, TIRES, STEERING AND RIMS. ANY PART OF A POORLY MAINTAINED BICYCLE CAN BREAK OR FAIL CAUSING SERIOUS BODILY HARM OR DEATH.

LITHIUM BATTERIES CAN GET HOT OR CATCH FIRE WITHOUT WARNING. ALWAYS BE SURE TO CHARGE AND STORE YOUR BICYCLE IN A WELL VENTILATED, NON-FLAMMABLE AREA. REFER TO THE CHARGER OWNERS MANUAL AND BATTERY CHARGING TIPS SECTION TO INSURE SAFE BATTERY OPERATION. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO DISASSEMBLE THE BATTERY.
Enjoy the ride.
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